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Disclaimer

JetChill Ltd supply equipment and products which enable entertainment operators to
provide their customers with smoking drinks.

Solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) is dispensed from a gas cylinder via a filling nozzle into
drinking vessels. Alcoholic/non-alcoholic beverages are then poured into the same
vessel which causes a physical change to the dry ice which results in the creation of
carbon dioxide gas (smoking effect).

JetChill have endeavoured to ensure their products are safe when used correctly and
in accordance with the instructions contained in this manual. JetChill have sought
independent expert evaluation on the safety of their machine, the drinks vessels and
the manner in which they are to be used from:

Reading Borough Council
UK Public Analyst in Newcastle upon Tyne
Gas Safety Co, (IGS Partner)
Acoura Consulting

All parties above confirm that the Jetchill system, when used as intended, poses no
risks to the health and safety or the user or persons consuming the drinks that are
dispensed from it.

JetChill Ltd cannot be held responsible for any injuries or claims, both civil and
criminal, caused by the use of the equipment and products contrary to these
guidelines.

DISCLAIMER - Approvals
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INTRODUCTION – Congratulations

You are now the proud owner of JetChill equipment which will enable you to give your
customers a truly exhilarating experience when consuming drinks.

JetChill drinks use dry ice (solid carbon dioxide gas) in combination with room temperature
liquids to create a smoking drink. Dry ice is a ‘food safe’ substance but there are health and
safety hazards associated with the very low temperature of this product, which means it
must be handled with care. Uncontrolled exposure to dry ice will cause freeze burns to skin.
Consumption of dry ice crystals or pellets can cause burns to the oesophagus and stomach.

JetChill equipment is CE and NSF certified. The equipment provided includes the JetChill dry
ice dispenser Machine and the associated, safe drinking vessels into which the dry ice is
pressure-filled.

This quick guide outlines how the JetChill equipment is to be used safely. Please always
consult the complete User Manual for all instructions.

THE WAY IT WORKS
Bespoke drinking vessels are placed into the JetChill machine where small amounts of dry
ice and then inserted into a chamber in the glass which holds the dry ice in place. The glass
is then removed from the machine and righted so that the drink can be poured in by the
server or by the customer. The physical change that happens when the drink and the dry ice
combine is almost instant.

The combination of the dry ice and liquid creates gas (the ‘smoke effect’) which will pour
over the sides of the glass and will look theatrical and last for several minutes. The drink
can be consumed at any point after the liquid has been added and after the settling down
of the smoking effect.

A measured amount of dry ice is injected and then locked into the chill chamber in the
bottom of the drinking vessel where it is kept separate from the liquid by a perforated
Diffuser. It is this Diffuser that prevents all but small insignificant flakes from being
consumed by the customer.

On occasion, small but visible flakes of dry ice can be released from the chamber into drink.
These small flakes can be safe consumed. The amounts do not present a risk to health. (See
Public Analyst data in the complete User Manual appendices).

The dry ice poses no significant food safety concerns and its presence in a drink does not
render the drink injurious to health or unfit for human consumption.



INTRODUCTION – Safety Guidance Sheet

There are safety hazards associated with the use of the JetChill equipment, but no more so
those associated with handling other equipment, or the routine connection of cellar gas
cylinders. As a result of the hazards, there is details of safe systems of work to be followed
later in the manual.

Any person using the JetChill system will need to be suitably trained and be able to show
they are competent to use the equipment safely. Training information is contained in this
Quick Guide, in the complete User Guide and is also available on-line. As with all health and
safety training, it will be the responsibility of the responsible person to ensure all staff and
other persons using the JetChill know how to do this safely.

How does the JetChill system work?
• JetChill machine hose screws onto canister of liquid CO2.
• Standard canister weighs 6.3kg (14lb) and contains 9 Litres (2.4 gal) of liquid CO2.
• When charging the machine solenoid opens and liquid Co2 is converted into solid CO2

(dry ice).
• The JetChill machine creates dry ice snow which is less compact and sublimates

quicker than a dry ice pellet.
• A limited amount of the dry ice snow is automatically injected into safety chamber in

bottom of JetChill glass.

Is it possible for consumers to swallow any dry ice?
• Yes. But not enough to cause injury or illness. Small numbers of tiny flakes can float

loose after the chamber has been charged which can be released into the liquid. User
diligence can remove any loose flakes by tapping the glass after charging.

What are the effects of swallowing dry ice?
• The Leidenfrost phenomena describes how, when two media with a large temperature

difference meet each other - a cushion of gas is formed - which prevents any harm. In
addition the internal body heat rapidly sublimates dry ice flakes. The fact that the dry
ice is in flake form and held in a chamber is important. The chamber prevents all of the
flakes from being released, and any that are will not cause harm if consumed. The glass
is manufactured from polycarbonate and the chamber is moulded/sonically welded
inside to keep both the chamber barrier and dry ice flakes secure.



Is the process automated?
• Yes. The charging of the glass is fully automated and takes place behind a protective

shield. The glass is added and then the lid of the machine is closed. The glass will only
charge with the lid in the down position. It takes around 10 seconds to charge a JetChill
Cocktail Glass & 5 seconds for JetChill Shot Glass. Once charged, the server will then
manually pour the desired drink on top of the dry ice chamber.

What amount of dry ice is dispensed per serve?
The JetChill machine is calibrated to deliver consistent volumes of dry ice based on
dispensing time into a JetChill glass. Each machine is calibrated to deliver a consistent
quantity of dry ice. The amount can vary by 10% depending on whether the gas cylinder is
full empty. Each machine will require annual servicing by the manufacturing company
Lancer.

• JetChill Shot-Tail/Cocktail Glass contain a maximum of 10g (0.35 oz) of dry ice.
• JetChill Shot Glass contain a maximum of 5g (0.18 oz) of dry ice.

Using the right cylinder
The liquid CO2 cylinder used with the JetChill machine is different to standard gas CO2 beer
line cylinder. Cylinders of CO2 Liquid have a white stripe on the side. Also ensure that the
CO2 is food grade.

CO2 cylinders must not be connected to existing beer dispense systems. The CO2 cylinder
will be stored and connected near to where the JetChill machine is being used rather than
in the cellar where drinks gas cylinders are typically stored and connected. The connection
of CO2 cylinders to the JetChill system should only be undertaken by a trained competent
member of staff.

Cocktail Glass Cap
The Cap at the bottom of the Cocktail Glass can be removed by hand turning the Cap. This
is designed for washing the Glass. Staff should ensure the Cap is fully screwed on before
use. During drink service the Dry Ice will cause the plastic to contract and make it difficult
to hand turn the Cap off the Glass. The Cap is also concealed underneath the Glass so it is
not visible or obvious that the Cap can be removed. However if Staff see a Customer trying
to unscrew the cap during service then Staff should intervene as this would be potentially
hazardous.

INTRODUCTION – Safety Guidance Sheet
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USER GUIDE - Requirements

Your safety and the safety of others is very important. We have provided many important
safety messages in this guide on your appliance. Always read and obey all safety
messages.

This is the safety alert symbol. This symbol alerts you to potential hazards that can hurt
you and others.

Warning - You can be seriously injured
if you don’t follow instruction in this manual.

All safety messages will tell you what the potential hazard is, tell you how to reduce the
chance of injury, and tell you what can happen if the instructions are not followed.

This manual is provided with each Machine and is intended to help you to keep your
Machine running free from problems. It is also available to download from our website
www.JetChill.com.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

It is essential that those members of staff and others who are responsible for operating
the JetChill equipment, including the dispensing of the smoking drinks, are competent
and well trained in all aspects of the task.

Health & Safety laws require that any employee, and others, who may be exposed to risk
whilst at work, or resorting to premises, shall have suitable training so that they can
recognise hazards and risks and understand the control measures which need to be put in
place to manage the risks.

Training needs to be constantly refreshed as people forget things and then start making
assumptions about how to use the equipment. Training should cover the safe operating
procedures required for using the equipment.

JetChill have produced a step by step guide for training purposes. It will be sensible for all
employers and responsible persons to record who has been trained and when, and a staff
training record template has been included.

http://www.jetchill.com/


STEP 1

• Ensure black Rubber O Ring is on the
Cylinder End of the Cylinder Hose

• Replacement O Rings supplied in Tool Kit,
contact JetChill for additional
replacement O Rings

STEP 2

• Hand screw UK Cylinder Hose clockwise
tight, onto Cylinder of Food Grade Liquid
Co2 (with Dip Tube)

• Wrench screw USA Cylinder Hose
clockwise tight, onto Cylinder of Food
Grade Liquid Co2 (with Dip Tube)

STEP 3

• Open Cylinder valve by hand turning
Valve 90 degrees anticlockwise

• Ensure Connection not frosting or
making a hissing sound from Co2 Gas
leaking

STEP 4

• Plug Power Lead into Mains and side of
Machine

• LED’s inside Machine light up and close
Lid to check both blue Charge Button
Lights come on

QUICK START GUIDE – Pre Use

UK USA

UK USA



STEP 5

• Place two dry JetChill Glasses on
Machine Probes and ensure Glasses
locate correctly on Probe Nipples

• Turn Handle down over Glasses, close Lid
and press NORMAL Charge Button once
to prime Gas through Machine

STEP 6

• Press NORMAL Charge Button (12
second) on left hand side for Shot-
Tail/Cocktail Glasses

• Press BOOST Charge Button (6 second)
on right hand side for Shot Glasses or a
top up charge

STEP 7

• Charged Glass Chamber should be 90%
full with Dry Ice leaving gap for Drink to
create smoking and chilling effect

• Pull Handle up away from Glasses, open
Lid and remove Glasses

STEP 8

• Turn charged Glass upside down and tap
Glass to remove excess any Dry Ice above
Diffuser

• Glass now ready to serve

QUICK START GUIDE – Use



STEP 9

• To change Cylinder or at end of session
use, close Cylinder Valve by hand turning
valve 90 degrees clockwise

STEP 10

• Press NORMAL Charge Button once to
purge Gas through Machine

STEP 11

• Unscrew Cylinder Hose from Cylinder
anti clockwise

• Store Cylinders in safe place in
accordance with Cylinder Suppliers
Safety Data Sheet

UK USA

QUICK START GUIDE – Post Use



USER GUIDE - PRE USE

Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 1

• Read JetChill H&S 
Pack 

• Read Cylinder 
supplier safety 
data sheet

• Train Staff

BOC example in 
COSHH section

• Co2 Cylinders are 
held under high 
pressure (50 bar), 
misuse may cause 
serious injury

• Co2 Gas is an 
asphyxiant, 
handle with care 
as overexposure 
may cause serious 
injury

STEP 2

• Write a risk 
assessment

• Read Confined 
Space Regulations

Risk Assessment 
& Confined Space 

Regulations 
example in 

COSHH section

• Solid Dry Ice is
-79oC (-110oF), 
handle with care 
as misuse may 
cause freeze burns

• Cylinder use in 
confined space 
may cause serious 
injury

STEP 3

• Order food grade 
liquid Co2 with a 
Dip Tube 

• If no Dip Tube 
then Cylinder will 
not dispense Dry 
Ice

• Non food grade 
Cylinders may be 
contaminated
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 4

• Secure using 
trolley / chain / 
strap

• If using front of 
house in a venue 
only bring out 2 
Cylinders (1 
trolley) at a time 

• If Cylinder falls 
valve may snap,
pressurised 
Cylinder may then 
fly resulting in 
serious injury

• More than 2 
Cylinders in an 
area increases risk 
of serious injury

STEP 5

• Remove Machine 
from Box and 
check for damage

• Check Box
contains Cylinder 
Hose, Power Lead 
and Tool Kit

• Keep Box for 
returns

• Machine will not 
work without 
correct Cylinder 
Hose 

• Incorrect Power 
Lead may cause 
Machine damage

STEP 6

• To change 
direction of 
Cylinder Hose 
unscrew Hose at 
Machine 
Connection 

• Use both 15mm 
(0.59”)/16mm 
(0.62”) Spanners 
from Tool Kit at 
same time

• Using just one 
Spanner may 
damage Hose / 
Machine 
Connection



Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 7

• Ensure Copper 
Washer is in Hose 
before reattaching 
Hose to Machine

• Connection may  
frost over and
make a hissing 
sound from Co2 
Gas leaking which 
may cause injury

• May waste Co2

STEP 8

• Use both Spanners 
together  to 
reattach Hose

• Make sure not to 
under/over 
tighten

• Ensure shrink wrap 
covers Cylinder 
Hose Connection

• Connection may  
frost over and
make a hissing 
sound from Co2 
Gas leaking which 
may cause injury

• Machine will not 
comply with NSF if 
Hose under shrink 
wrap is exposed

STEP 9

• Ensure black 
Rubber O Ring is in 
the Cylinder End 
of the Cylinder 
Hose

• Replacement O
Rings supplied in 
Tool Kit

• Contact JetChill for 
extra O Rings 

• Connection may  
frost over and
make a hissing 
sound from Co2 
Gas leaking which 
may cause injury

• May waste Co2

USER GUIDE - PRE USE

UK

USA
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 10

• Hand screw UK 
Cylinder Hose 
clockwise onto 
Cylinder tight

• Wrench screw USA 
Cylinder Hose 
clockwise onto 
Cylinder tight

• Connection may  
frost over and
make a hissing 
sound from Co2 
Gas leaking which 
may cause injury

• Glass may not 
charge full with 
Dry Ice 

STEP 11

• Plug Power Lead 
into Mains and
side of Machine

• LED’s inside 
Machine light up 
and close Lid to 
check both blue 
Charge Button 
Lights come on

• Adding and 
removing Power 
Lead from 
Machine Socket 
with excessive 
force may damage 
Power Lead

STEP 12

• Open Cylinder 
valve by hand 
turning valve 90 
degrees 
anticlockwise

• Machine will not 
make Dry Ice

UK

USA
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 13 

• Ensure Cocktail / 
Shot-Tail / Shot 
Glass is dry

• Glass may freeze 
to Machine Probe 
when charging, do 
not pull or twist 
glass which may
damage Probe

• If Glass freezes do 
not use Machine 
for 5 minutes to 
allow the Glass to 
unfreeze

STEP 14

• Ensure Cocktail / 
Shot-Tail / Shot 
Glass diffuser is 
not damaged

• Dry Ice will form 
in drinking end of 
Glass

• Consumption of a 
large piece of Dry 
Ice may cause 
freeze burns

STEP 15

• Ensure Silicone 
Ring is on Shot-Tail 
Glass cap

• Drink will leak 
from Glass base
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 16 

• Ensure Shot-Tail 
Glass Cap is fully 
screwed on

• 135 degree turn to 
hit Dead Stop

• Dry Ice / drink will 
leak from Glass 
base



USER GUIDE - USE

Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 17 

• Open Lid, place 2 
clean dry JetChill
Glasses onto 
Probes

• Ensure Probe 
Nipple protrudes 
into Glass Safety 
Chamber 

• Non JetChill Glass 
may cause serious 
injury

• Wet Glasses may 
freeze to Probe

• Incorrect Glass 
location may 
damage Nipples 
and create Dry Ice 
outside Safety 
Chamber

STEP 18

• Turn Handle down 
over Glasses and 
close Lid 

• Handle horizontal 
for Cocktail / Shot-
Tail and vertical for 
Shot Glass

• Lid will not close 
for Cocktail Glass

• Dry Ice will not 
form in Shot Glass 
Safety Chamber

STEP 19

• Press NORMAL 
Charge Button 
once to prime Gas 
through Machine 

• Press NORMAL 
Charge Button (12 
second) on left 
hand side for 
Cocktail / Shot-Tail 
Glasses

• Over charging 
Glass (including 
Glass frozen to 
Probe) may cause 
damage to Glass
and Machine
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 20 

• Press BOOST 
Charge Button (6 
second) on right 
hand side for Shot 
Glasses or a top up 
charge

• Over charging 
Glass (including 
Glass frozen to 
Probe) may cause 
damage to Glass
and Machine

STEP 21

• Charged Glass 
Chamber should 
be 90% full with 
Dry Ice 

• Leaving small gap 
(when Glass 
turned right way 
up) for Drink to 
create smoking 
and chilling effect

• Dry Ice will not 
last as long in 
Safety Chamber 

• Drink effect will 
not last as long or 
chill the drink as 
much as it should

STEP 22

• Pull Handle up 
away from 
Glasses, open Lid 
and remove 
Glasses
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 23

• Turn charged Glass 
upside down and 
tap Glass to 
remove excess any 
Dry Ice above 
Safety Chamber 
Diffuser

• Glass now ready to 
serve

• Excess Dry Ice in 
Glass Body may 
cause freeze burns 
if consumed with 
drink

STEP 24

• Pour room temp 
non carbonated 
Drink into Glass

• Leave a gap of 3cm 
(1.18”) from Drink 
to top of Glass for 
Dry Ice smoke

• Smoking and 
chilling effect will 
last for 3/4 mins 

• Drink will not 
produce the 
maximum Dry Ice 
smoking and 
chilling effect

STEP 25

• Wipe away any 
excess Dry Ice on 
Probe from 
continuous use 
with Sanitised 
Cloth

• Dry Ice build up 
on Probe may 
freeze Glass to 
Probe

• Probe Nipple may 
become damaged

• Dry Ice may form 
outside Safety 
Chamber due to 
incorrect Glass 
location
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 26

• Turn Power Lead 
off at Mains 

• Close Cylinder 
Valve by hand 
turning valve 90 
degrees clockwise

• Co2 will come out 
at pressure when 
Hose is unscrewed 
which may cause 
injury

STEP 27

• Press NORMAL 
Charge Button 
once to purge Gas 
through Machine

• If changing 
Cylinder unscrew 
Hose then screw 
Hose onto new 
Cylinder 

• Removes excess 
Gas in the Hose 
which prevents 
back pressure 
dislodging black 
Rubber O Ring in 
Cylinder end of 
Hose

STEP 28

• Transport + store 
Cylinders in 
accordance with 
Cylinder supplier 
Safety Data Sheets

• Mishandling of 
Cylinders may 
cause serious 
injury
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Action Correct R Incorrect Q Failure To Take Action

STEP 29

• Detach Lid / Lid 
Stand / and wipe 
down with 
Sanitised Cloth 

• Bacteria may build 
up on machine

STEP 30

• Detach Handle / 
Handle Stand and 
wipe down with 
Sanitised Cloth

• Detach one side at 
a time

• Bacteria may build 
up on machine

• Detaching both 
sides of Handle / 
Handle Stand at 
once may damage 
Handle Stand

STEP 31

• Wash Glasses in 
Glass Washer and 
leave for 24 hours 
to dry

• Caps can also be 
removed on 
Cocktail Glass to 
assist with drying

• Wet Glasses may 
freeze to Machine

• Failure to clean 
properly may 
result in bacteria 
build up in Glass 
Safety Chamber



Problem Check Y/N Action Picture 

STEP 1

Machine does 
not power up 

Is the unit plugged 
in?

No Plug Power Lead into mains supply 
and Machine

Yes Next check

Is the green light lit 
on the Power 
Supply?

No Check fuse in main Plug, replace if 
necessary

Check power socket on Machine 
end of Power Lead is not damaged

If fuse is OK or socket is damaged
then contact JetChill for 
replacement Power Supply

Yes Next check

Do the LED and blue 
charge buttons turn 
on?                      

No Contact JetChill as Machine may 
need to be returned to factory to 
replace PCB

Yes Machine is ready to use

USER GUIDE - Trouble Shooting

STEP 2

Machine LED 
lights come on 
but blue Charge 
Buttons do not

Is the Lid closed 
correctly? 

No Fully close Lid

Yes Next check

Are the Charge
Button Magnets in 
the correct position?

No There is a Magnet in the rubber seal 
of the bottom left side of the Lid

This attracts to the magnet 
underneath the Control Panel 
located next to the Normal Charge 
Button

Place a magnet over the Normal 
Charge Button

If the blue light comes on contact 
JetChill as Machine may need to be 
returned to factory to reposition 
Magnet

Yes Next check

Is the Control Pad 
working?

No Contact JetChill as Machine may 
need to be returned to factory to 
replace Control Pad

Yes Machine is ready to use



Problem Check Y/N Action Picture 

STEP 3

Machine LED lights 
are on, blue Charge 
Buttons are on but 
Machine does not 
produce Dry Ice

Does the Cylinder have 
a Dip Tube to be able to 
withdraw liquid?

No Order a Cylinder with a Dip 
Tube

Yes Next check

Is the Cylinder full? No Try another Cylinder that is 
full or order a new full 
Cylinder

Yes Next check

Is your Hose O Ring in 
place?

No Place replacement black 
Rubber O Ring on end of 
Hose

If no O Rings left contact 
JetChill

Yes Contact JetChill as Machine 
may need to be returned to 
factory to clean Solenoid

Problem Check Y/N Action Picture 

STEP 4

Machine does not 
produce full Dry 
Ice charge in Glass

Are Jets clean? No Detach Cylinder and mains 
plug and unscrew Probe Cap 
(11)

Remove Delivery Pipe (8) and
unscrew Jet (10)

Clean inside Jet (10) and Jet 
Plug (9) with compressed air

Once Jet is clean reassemble 
Probe

Yes Next check

Is charge time 
sufficient?

No Detach Cylinder and mains 
plug and unscrew Timer 
Control Panel Cover 

Turn screw driver (1.2mm 
(0.05”)) anti clock wise to 
increase Norm or Boost 
charge time (15 sec max 
Normal, 7 sec max Boost)

Switch LED's to Static or Flash 
as desired

Replace Panel Cover  
Yes Contact JetChill as Machine 

may need to be returned to 
factory to clean Solenoid

USER GUIDE - Trouble Shooting
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Operation: Automatic  
Material: Styrene casing, PETG body, Steel/Brass/Aluminium Plastic components 
Size: 40cm x 20 x 20    (16" x 8" x 8")
Total Weight:  5kg                        (11lb)

Probe

Boost Button
6 second charge

Body

Charge Button
12 second charge

Cylinder Hose
Adjustable

Handle
Adjustable for 

Cocktail/Shot Glass

Lid

Nipple
Locates inside 

Glass safety 
chamber

Handle Stand

JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC - Twin Probe Machine

Lid Stand
Removable



Product Spec Image

CYLINDER HOSE 
(UK)

British Standard BS 
341 Part 1 No. 8

POWER SUPPLY 
(UK)

100-240V
2.5A

CYLINDER STRAP 1M (3.3ft) Velcro

CYLINDER HOSE 
CONNECTION

SPANNERS

15mm (0.59”)

16mm (0.62”)

SPARE CYLINDER 
HOSE PARTS

O RINGS
COPPER WASHERS

EPDM BS111

1/4" Copper 
Flare Washer

JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC - UK Twin Probe Machine



JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC - USA Twin Probe Machine

Product Spec Image

CYLINDER HOSE 
(USA)

USA CGA 320 

POWER SUPPLY 
(USA)

100-240V
2.5A

CYLINDER STRAP 1M (3.3ft) Velcro

CYLINDER HOSE 
CONNECTION

SPANNERS

25mm (10”) 
Wrench

15mm (0.59”) 
16mm (0.62”)

Spanners

SPARE CYLINDER 
HOSE PARTS
ALLEN KEY
O RINGS

COPPER WASHERS

Allen Key

EPDM BS111

1/4" Copper 
Flare Washer



Body
Durable and 
scratch resistant

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: Food grade polycarbonate (Wonderlite 110)
Size: 19cm x 4 x 5 (7.5” x 1.6” x 2.0”)
Volume: 200ml (7 oz)
Total Weight:  50g (0.04lb)
Warning: Not for use with Dry Ice pellets

Diffuser
Prevents Dry Ice escaping

Chill Chamber
Stores Dry Ice for 20 mins
Drink smokes for 4 mins

JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC - Cocktail Glass

Delivery Pipe Centre Hole
Allows Machine to fill 

Chill Chamber with Dry Ice



Body
Durable and 
scratch resistant

SPECIFICATIONS:
Operation: Manual screw cap
Material: Food grade polycarbonate (Wonderlite 110)
Size: 19cm x 4 x 4 (7.5” x 1.6” x 1.6”)
Volume: 125ml (4 oz)
Total Weight:  80g (0.18lb)
Warning: Not for use with Dry Ice pellets

Diffuser
Prevents Dry Ice escaping

Safety Chamber
Stores Dry Ice for 20 mins
Drink smokes for 4 mins

Silicone Ring
Prevents 

drink leaking

Cap
Simple 90 degree turn   

Delivery Pipe Centre Hole
Allows Machine to fill 

Chill Chamber with Dry Ice

JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC – Shot-Tail Glass



Body
Durable and 
scratch resistant

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: Food grade polycarbonate (Wonderlite 110)
Size: 9cm x 4 x 4 (3.5” x 1.6” x 1.6”)
Volume: 50ml (2 oz)
Total Weight:  20g (0.04lb)
Warning: Not for use with Dry Ice pellets

Diffuser
Prevents Dry Ice escaping

Chill Chamber
Stores Dry Ice for 20 mins
Drink smokes for 4 mins

JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC - Shot Glass

Delivery Pipe Centre Hole
Allows Machine to fill 

Chill Chamber with Dry Ice



The drinking vessels provided by JetChill have been designed to be as indestructible as
possible if used in a reasonably everyday way. Extreme force will cause the vessel to
break but everyday use and some purposeful abuse e.g. crushing by foot, will not shatter
the product.

Because of the robustness of the drinking vessel it is considered unlikely that the
customer can come into direct contact with the dry ice and therefore the risk of frostbite
burns is minimal.

The drinking vessel is designed with a Safety Chamber in the Base into which the Dry Ice
is automatically injected into.

The Shot-Tail Glass has a removable cap in the base. This cap contracts when it comes
into contact with Dry Ice meaning it cannot be easily opened by customers by hand
which prevents direct contact with the dry ice. The cap is also concealed so it is not
obvious to customers that it can be unscrewed. The Cocktail/Shot Glass does not have a
removable base.

The drinking vessel can be washed in a standard glass washer and should be heat treated
to 80oC (176oF) to ensure thorough sterilisation.

Any damaged drinking vessels should be disposed of (local recycling schemes may apply).

The Glasses are made from food grade Polycarbonate.

JETCHILL PRODUCT SPEC - Glasses
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Portable Trolley
Ensures safe 

Transport of Cylinders  

SPECIFICATIONS:
Operation: Food grade liquid Co2 Cylinder (50 bar) with Eductor/Siphon/Dip Tube
Material: Steel
Size: 60cm x 15 x 15      (24” x 6” x 6”)
Volume: 9L                            (2.4gal)                  
Total Weight:  15kg (full) (33lb)
Options: Cylinder can also be strapped/chained to wall instead of a trolley

Cylinder
Approx 40 
charges 
(80 Glasses)

Cylinder Valve
Turn clockwise 
to release Co2

Safety bar/chain
Prevents Cylinder 
from falling over

White Strip
Denotes liquid 

Co2

DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - Specification



DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - UK Specification

Food grade liquid Co2 Cylinder (50 bar) with Eductor/Siphon/Dip Tube

• JetChill machine connects to Co2 cylinder with a dip tube (denoted 
by white stripe down)

• Dip tube enables machine to withdraw liquid (instead of vapour) so 
machine can create solid dry ice

• Cylinder can be rented or purchased from cylinder supplier
• Most suppliers will deliver/collect/refill, to/from an address and also 

collection/return from/to store
• Each country has choice of national and local suppliers (information 

available upon request)

UK Supplier Example:
Company:  BOC
Cylinder:  563 LB
Contact:  Nicola Smith / Sureserve Customer Service
Phone: 0161 930 6970 / 0845 730 2302
Email:  Nicola.Smith@boc.com

1. Please ensure you read your cylinder suppliers safety data sheets before using machine
2. Liquid Co2 Cylinders are held under high pressure (50 bar in the UK) and misuse may result 
in injury
3. Co2 gas is an asphyxiant and may cause injury if not handled in accordance with cylinders 
suppliers safety data sheet, Confined Spaces Regulation and JetChill User Manual
4. Solid Co2 (dry ice) is -79oC (-110oF) and may cause freeze burns if not used correctly in 
accordance with JetChill User Manual

UK Gas Fitting Drawing:

mailto:Nicola.Smith@boc.com


DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - USA Specification

Food grade liquid Co2 Cylinder (50 bar) with Eductor/Siphon/Dip Tube

• JetChill machine connects to Co2 cylinder with a dip tube (denoted 
by white stripe down)

• Dip tube enables machine to withdraw liquid (instead of vapour) so 
machine can create solid dry ice

• Cylinder can be rented or purchased from cylinder supplier
• Most suppliers will deliver/collect/refill, to/from an address and also 

collection/return from/to store
• Each country has choice of national and local suppliers (information 

available upon request)

US Supplier Example:
Company:  Airgas
Cylinder:  CD FG20AS 
Contact:  Brian Ansell
Phone: 877-717-4540 ext. 11420
Email:  brian.ansell@airgas.com

1. Please ensure you read your cylinder suppliers safety data sheets before using machine
2. Liquid Co2 Cylinders are held under high pressure (50 bar in the UK) and misuse may result 
in injury
3. Co2 gas is an asphyxiant and may cause injury if not handled in accordance with cylinders 
suppliers safety data sheet, Confined Spaces Regulation and JetChill User Manual
4. Solid Co2 (dry ice) is -79oC (-110oF) and may cause freeze burns if not used correctly in 
accordance with JetChill User Manual

USA Gas Fitting Drawing:

mailto:brian.ansell@airgas.com


DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - Safe Use & Storage

1. Physical Properties and Handling

Gaseous state
At normal temperature (+15°C (+59oF)) and atmospheric pressure CO2 has a density of
1.87 kg/m3 (0.12 lb/ft3) and is 1.5 times heavier than air. It is a colourless and odourless
gas (with a slightly pungent odour at high concentrations) and spreads along the ground
collecting in low-lying areas such as pits and cellar.

Carbon dioxide is classified as a nontoxic gas but it does start to affect breathing at
concentrations of about 1%, with affects becoming more serious with increasing
concentrations.

Carbon dioxide is a non-flammable gas.

Liquid State
Carbon dioxide can exist as a liquid below the critical temperature of +31°C (+88oF) and
above the triple point with a temperature of -56.6°C (-70oF) and 4.18 bar gauge (bar).

CO2 is transported, stored and handled in liquid form, either at ambient temperature (in
cylinders or not insulated storage tanks at a pressure of 45 - 65 bar) or refrigerated (in
insulated tankers and storage tanks) at a temperature range of -35°C (-31oF) to +15°C
(+59oF) and a pressure of 12 to 25 bar. The CO2 in this state, is a liquid at its boiling point.

Below the triple point CO2 can only exist in the solid and gas phase. Therefore the liquid
CO2 cannot exist at atmospheric pressure. When the liquid CO2 is depressurised below
the triple point pressure of 4.18 bar to atmospheric pressure it is transformed to dry ice
and gas. Consequently when the liquid CO2 is released to the atmosphere a dense white
fog of powdery solid carbon dioxide particles and vapour is produced.

Solid state (Dry ice)
The expansion of liquid CO2 to atmospheric pressure is used to produce CO2 snow at a
temperature of -78.5°C (-110oF). The snow is pressed to dry ice blocks or pellets.

Dry ice is handled in insulated containers.

Chemical Properties
Carbon dioxide does not support combustion. When dissolved in water, carbonic acid
(H2CO3) is formed. The pH - value of carbonic acid varies from 3.7 at atmospheric
pressure to 3.2 at 23.4 bar.

.



The carbonic acid provides the biting taste of soda water and it reacts in alkaline solutions
producing carbonates. It has very few vigorous reactions with other substances except
under conditions of high temperature and pressure in the presence of reactive substances
such as sodium and magnesium.

For this reason carbon dioxide should not be used as a fire extinguishing agent for
reactive metals like sodium and magnesium.

2. Hazards of Carbon Dioxide

Substantial Release of Carbon Dioxide
Any substantial release of carbon dioxide is potentially hazardous especially inside a
poorly ventilated building. Enclosed low-lying areas, where CO2 gas could accumulate in
high concentration, are particularly hazardous because the gas is slow to disperse unless
the spaces are well ventilated.

In case of a substantial release of carbon dioxide in confined areas, evacuate all personnel
as soon as possible. Never enter such areas before they are properly ventilated.

When confined spaces must be entered before they are properly ventilated, the person
entering such areas must be well trained and wear self-contained air breathing apparatus.

Canister respirators give no protection in atmospheres containing dangerous
concentrations of carbon dioxide.

A second, also well trained person should be connected with a rope to the person
entering the gas filled area, for rescue purposes.

Substantial releases of carbon dioxide may occur through:
• Failure of the cylinder or pipe work containing carbon dioxide.
• Release from a relief valve or bursting disc.
• Inadvertent opening of a drain or vent valve while the system contains CO2.
• Failure of connections, e.g. flexible hoses, flanges etc.
• Failure of a regulating device resulting in gas release through the body vent holes.

Low Temperature of Product: Extreme Cold The snow produced from leaks of liquid
carbon dioxide is extremely cold (-78.5°C (-110oF)) and may cause frost bites if touched
with bare hands. If carbon dioxide snow comes into contact with the eyes it may cause
severe eye injury.

Touching of pipes and connections containing liquid carbon dioxide may cause frost bite.
Where there has been a major release of gas, the atmosphere will be very cold and
visibility is likely to be limited. These factors can make escape or rescue difficult.

DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - Safe Use & Storage



Dry Ice Plugs in Pipes and Hoses
Dry ice plugs can be formed inside hoses and piping when liquid carbon dioxide is
decreased below its triple point pressure of 4.18 bar. The dry ice can be compacted into a
plug which can trap gas.

The pressure behind or within a plug may increase as the dry ice sublimes until the plug is
forcibly ejected or the hose or pipe ruptures. A dry ice plug may be ejected from an open
end of hose or pipe with enough force to cause serious injury to personnel, both from the
impact of the dry ice plug and/or the sudden movement of the hose or pipe as the plug
ejects. Liquid carbon dioxide must be purged from the hose or pipe before reducing the
pressure below 5 bar. This can be done by supplying carbon dioxide vapour to one end of
the hose or piping system to maintain the pressure above the triple point while removing
the remaining liquid from the other end.

Cylinder labelling
Cylinders are labelled in accordance with national regulations.

Users of carbon dioxide are advised to carefully read and observe the precautionary
information on the labels. If a cylinder is not clearly marked it should not be used and the
Supplier should be contacted.

NOTE - It is unlawful to remove cylinder labels/marking.

Some cylinders have an additional label on the body or valve guard. This contains
important information on the use of cylinders which should be carefully read and
observed.

Typical Cylinder Label
Comments to the label can be summarised as:
Carbon Dioxide
EEC No. 2046969
UN No. 1013
Compressed Gas
Supplier Details
Green
- Asphyxiant in high concentrations
- Keep container in a well ventilated area
- Do not inhale gas
- Use no oil or grease
- Vapour pressure 57.3 bar (20°C (68oF))

DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - Safe Use & Storage



3. Carbon Dioxide cylinders used in Food and Medical applications contain additional
information according to legal requirements.

Cylinder Position
Cylinders without syphon (dip) tubes must only be used in the vertical position with the
valve uppermost. They are for the discharge of CO2 gas at limited flow rates. If the
cylinders are not used in the vertical position they could discharge liquid.

Pre Use Check
For ambient temperatures above 22°C (72oF) care should be taken to ensure gas is
present at the cylinder valve before connection i.e. there is no snow present. Note this
action should be done in a suitably ventilated area.

Cooling Effect
As gas is discharged, liquid will evaporate and the gas pressure will be maintained. With
the cooling effect produced by evaporation, it is quite normal for a layer of frost to form
on the outside of the cylinder during discharge. The gas flow will be limited by the rate at
which the heat required for evaporation can enter the cylinder and any attempt to obtain
a higher flow will result in reduced supply pressure.

NOTE - Excessive flow rates may result in the formation of 'dry ice" in the cylinder which
will then be apparently empty. However, any 'dry ice' will sublime and restore pressure
within the cylinder as it warms up. Dry ice has a surface temperature of -78.5°C (-110oF)
and care should be taken to avoid frost burns.

4. Cylinder Handling

General Handling Instructions
Before handling cylinders note should be taken of Manual Handling Regulations. Cylinders
must be handled at all times as high pressure containers. Particular care must be taken to
avoid violent external blows on the cylinder or valve. Under no circumstance must the
cylinders be dropped or used as roller supports. Any cylinder which suffers visible damage
during handling or use must be set aside immediately and clearly marked. An assessment
of the apparent damage should be made by a competent person and further action then
agreed with the supplier.

Use Of Trolleys
Various types of proprietary trolleys are available for holding and moving one or more
cylinders at a time. These may be used to ensure safe handling. Care must be taken to
ensure the chain or other cylinder retaining arrangements are correctly secured before
movement.

DRY ICE/CARBON DIOXIDE CYLINDERS - Safe Use & Storage



Other Handling
If mechanical handling of cylinders is employed, with or without the use of pallets, care
must be taken that cylinders do not roll, shift or fall.

Protective Equipment
Protective gloves (preferably textile or leather) should be worn at all times for the manual
handling of cylinders, to minimise the risk of hand injury. During discharge, parts of the
cylinder and valve are likely to become very cold and therefore there is also the risk of
frostbite if the cylinders are handled with unprotected hands, particularly if hands are
wet.

The use of protective safety foot wear should also be considered for anyone handling
numbers of cylinders regularly.

CO2 cylinders contain a gas under pressure and the use of eye protection is recommended
when connecting and disconnecting cylinders.

5. Cylinder storage

Storage Recommendations
Outdoor storage is recommended where possible.

Carbon dioxide cylinders should be stored in an adequately ventilated area. In areas with
cold weather conditions it could be appropriate to store and use the cylinders indoors in a
heated room, although carbon dioxide cylinders should not be stored in warm areas.
Avoid storage in direct sunlight or near steam pipes, radiators or other sources of heat.
The temperature of a cylinder and its contents may not always correspond to ambient
temperature. There can be a considerable increase of temperature and pressure due to
exposure to sources of radiant heat.

6. Use of Carbon Dioxide

General Advice
It is important to ensure that equipment used is suitable for purpose.

During use the cylinder should be in the vertical position, with the valve uppermost and
the cylinder firmly secured against a wall or other suitable support.

Valve Operation
Cylinder valves supplied by gas companies open by turning anti-clockwise. They are of the
on/off type, which are unsuitable for flow control or pressure regulation. An additional
control valve must be incorporated with the ancillary equipment if flow control or
pressure regulation is required.
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Do not use excessive force or any form of wrench to open the valve. If the valve spindle
will not move, this will indicate that the valve operating mechanism has been damaged.
The cylinder must then be labelled to indicate the fault and returned to the supplier.

Equipment
Ensure the equipment coupled to the cylinder has the correct thread.

All installed ancillary equipment, such as valves, piping, hoses or other fittings, coupled
directly to a cylinder must be leak tight and designed and constructed for high pressure
CO2 use. Any equipment which is of doubtful design or origin must not be employed.

Operation
Turn off the cylinder valve when CO2 is not required.

Operating instructions should be clearly laid down and displayed in the working area
concerned with the cylinder installation and associated equipment. Reference must be
made to the detailed equipment data and instructions available from suppliers when
operating instructions are prepared.

Safety Considerations
Pipework shall have safety devices to protect against pressure rises above its design
pressure. In any system where there is a possibility of other materials or products
returning to the cylinder, causing contamination and possible corrosion, a non return
valve must be fitted.

Heaters may be used to prevent ice formation inside regulators.

No attempt should be made to seal any leaks until the equipment concerned has been
depressurised.

When the cylinder has been emptied, the valve should be closed, leaving a small positive
pressure in the cylinder to prevent contamination and internal corrosion. Some cylinders
are fitted with residual pressure devices. These maintain a small positive pressure within
the cylinder at all times.

After Use
After use, ensure that the pressure in the equipment has been released before the
cylinder is disconnected. Return the empty cylinder to the supplier as soon as possible.
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Summary of recommendations
• Use suitable gloves for handling cylinders.
• Do not drag cylinders (this will cause wear to the base, especially for aluminium alloy

cylinders).
• For capped cylinders, ensure the cap is fitted when they are being stored or

transported.
• External damage of cylinders and valves (e.g. by welding or striking electric arcs or

impact by sharp objects) must be avoided.
• Do not use cylinders as rollers or work supports.
• Secure CO2 cylinders during transport on vehicles to prevent movement.
• A cold and wet or frosted cylinder could indicate a leakage and appropriate measures

should then be taken.
• Any stamping or means of identification must not be altered.
• Never heat cylinders e.g. by direct flame, electrical devices, or hot water, to raise the

pressure or the flow rate.
• Cylinders must never be directly connected to low pressure equipment.
• Cylinders used for the discharge of CO2 gas (without dip tube) must be connected to

a suitable reducing valve to obtain a desired pressure and flow rate.
• Cylinder valves are unsuitable for pressure and flow regulation.
• To prevent contamination and internal corrosion, the cylinder should be returned for

filling with a positive pressure.
• Do not attempt to transfer CO2 from one cylinder to another.
• Keep cylinder valve outlets and other CO2 equipment free from contaminants.
• Do not repair or modify cylinders, cylinder valves or safety relief devices (bursting

discs). Any damage should be made known to the supplier.

Refilling
For safety reasons cylinders owned and supplied by companies may only be filled by, or
on the authority of that company.

Maintenance
The cylinders and any associated equipment are a high pressure installation and
arrangements must be made to ensure that it is covered by an adequate system of
inspection and maintenance. National regulations require owners of cylinders used in CO2
service to inspect internally and externally and hydraulically test at regular intervals.

Action in the event of fire
Evacuate the area and call the emergency services.

Carbon Dioxide And Fire
No fire risk will arise with CO2, which is non-flammable, but care needs to be taken if the
fire is in an area adjacent to a CO2 storage area or usage point. A rise in the outside
temperature will rapidly be transmitted to the contents of the cylinders and the internal
pressures will increase.
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If pressures reach the design pressure of the safety bursting discs, these will rupture and
discharge the contents to atmosphere. If possible, cylinders should be moved immediately
away from the area to a safe cool place. However, since the product is non-flammable,
and in view of the safe guard afforded by the cylinder bursting discs, no serious risks
should be taken by personnel in attempting removal.

Firefighting efforts should otherwise be concentrated on isolating cylinders from heat and
flames as far as possible and spraying them with water to keep contents cool.

If any cylinder is involved in a fire, it must be set aside, clearly marked and the supplier
must then be contacted immediately. If the metal of the cylinder has been subjected to a
high temperature, some change in the metal structure may occur, rendering the cylinder
unfit and dangerous for further use as a pressurised container.

Action In The Event Of A Gas Leak
Evacuate personnel from areas where a high concentration of CO2 could accumulate and
away from the point of leakage. Where practicable, steps should be taken to isolate the
leakage. Provided that the evacuation procedure is put into effect, the escape of CO2 is
unlikely to cause harm to personnel or property. No serious risks should therefore be
taken by personnel attempting to isolate the leakage. Personnel should otherwise
concentrate on ensuring evacuation of all affected areas is complete.

Areas affected by CO2 gas should be entered with extreme caution. Self-contained
breathing apparatus (minimum half hour) must be worn by personnel attempting to
rescue or isolate leakage.

7. First Aid (exposure to CO2 gas)

Inhalation
In high concentrations may cause asphyxiation. Symptoms may include loss of
mobility/consciousness. Victim may not be aware of asphyxiation. Low concentrations of
CO2 cause increased respiration and headache. Remove victim to uncontaminated area
wearing self-contained breathing apparatus. Keep victim warm and rested. Call a doctor.
Apply artificial respiration if breathing stopped.

Skin/Eye Contact
Immediately flush eyes thoroughly with water for at least 15 minutes. In case of frostbite
spray with water for at least 15 minutes. Apply a sterile dressing. Obtain medical
assistance.

Ingestion
Ingestion is not considered a potential route of exposure.
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5.0

RISK ASSESSMENTS



It is the responsibility of every employer to assess the risks of their work activities to
employees and others who may be affected i.e. customers, members of the public.

The sale of smoking drinks has the potential to be a hazardous activity if proper
procedures are not followed and persons can be affected by freeze burns and general
discomfort if they come in to contact with Dry Ice.

In addition, the dispensing of the Dry Ice using carbon dioxide Cylinders and the
charging mechanism can be hazardous if proper and safe procedures are not followed.

JetChill has drafted generic Risk Assessments for the use of their equipment and the
sale/serving of the smoking drinks. It is recommended that you use the generic
assessments and further develop these to reflect the conditions at your own venue.
Add extra risk assessments if you will be using the JetChill equipment in any ways or for
any activities in addition to those covered.

Licence holders/users of the equipment are responsible for completing their own site
specific Risk Assessments and can use their own standard Risk Assessment template or
the blank template included in this section.

The important aspect of any risk assessment is the pragmatic review of potential
hazards and risks and the implementation of control measures so that those hazards
and risks are reduced to the lowest acceptable level, including elimination.

Once the risk assessment has been completed it must be communicated to staff and
they must be provided with appropriate training.

It is recommended that you include any copies of site specific risk assessments in this
section.

RISK ASSESSMENTS



RISK ASSESSMENT - Example

N.B. This sheet is intended to be read as an example Risk Assessment ONLY. The
operator of any JetChill equipment is responsible for conducting their own assessments
of the risks and hazards that they, their employees or their customers might be exposed
to.

ACTIVITY LOCATION COMPLETED BY DATE APPROVAL DATE

Preperation and sale 
of smoking drinks

Bar JetChill 16.09.2015 16.09.2015

Step 1 

What are the hazards?

Step 2

Who might 

be harmed 

and how?

Step 3

What are you already doing?

What further action is 

necessary?

Step 4

How will you put the 

assessment into action?

By whom and when will it 

be completed?

Step 5

Review due

Review history

Handling, Transportation 
and Storage of solid and 
gas CO2.

Staff and 
guests
of the 
function.

Transport: Always ensure that 
there is adequate ventilation 
during transportation and 
before entering the load 
compartment to unload the 
product.

Carbon Dioxide (solid and 
liquid) Safety Data Sheets in 
the cab or driver's
compartment of any vehicle 
carrying Dry Ice or CO2 
Cylinders.

Inspected / 
tested at suitable 
intervals 
thereafter during 
the course of the 
event.

Handling, Transportation 
and Storage of solid and 
gas CO2:
Temperature Related 
(burn like
damage).

Staff and 
guests
of the 
function.

Operation:
Cylinders and solid CO2 used 
only in a well ventilated area by 
those trained to manage it 
appropriately. Personal
Protective Equipment, 
especially safety gloves, must 
be worn.

Access to operating area 
restricted to trained 
personnel.
New users of Dry Ice should 
receive instruction in its use 
from experienced users.

Inspected / 
tested at suitable 
intervals
thereafter during 
the course of the 
event.

Handling, Transportation 
and Storage of solid and 
gas CO2:
Vapour Related (danger of
asphyxiation).

Staff and 
guests
of the 
function.

Avoidance of Oxygen
Depletion/Asphyxiation:
Carbon dioxide should normally 
be used only in a well-
ventilated area.

Equipment to be operated 
outdoors or in a well 
ventilated area.
Access to operating area 
restricted to trained 
personnel.

Inspected / 
tested at suitable 
intervals
thereafter during 
the course of the 
event.

Transport, Storage and 
Use of Compressed Gas 
Cylinders

Staff and 
guests
of the 
function.

Control Measures:
Physical: Cylinder trolleys used. 
Secure racks for storing.
Manual Handling: It is 
important that users only of 
appropriate physique
attempt to collect or to move 
these objects.
Sitting: Cylinders are to be kept 
in suitable racks or stations. 
CYLINDERS MUST NEVER BE 
LEFT FREESTANDING.

Access to operating area 
restricted to trained 
personnel.
New handlers should receive 
instruction in its use from 
experienced handlers.

Inspected / 
tested at suitable 
intervals
thereafter during 
the course of the 
event.



RISK ASSESSMENT - Example

ACTIVITY LOCATION COMPLETED BY DATE APPROVAL DATE

Preperation and sale 
of smoking drinks

Bar JetChill 01.12.2012 02.11.2012

Step 1 

What are the hazards?

Step 2

Who might 

be harmed 

and how?

Step 3

What are you already doing?

What further action is 

necessary?

Step 4

How will you put the 

assessment into action?

By whom and when will it 

be completed?

Step 5

Review due

Review history

Contact with the Dry Ice
causing skin burn.

Customers.
Staff 
dispensing
drinks.

Dry Ice is filled into approved 
containers only where contact is 
limited. Caps are secured.

Staff training.

Consumption of Dry Ice
causing throat/stomach
burns.

Customers.

Quantities and quick Dry Ice 
sublimation unlikely to cause 
damage but customers advised 
to wait a few seconds before 
consumption of drink.

Staff training. Management to
identify ‘high jinks’ so 
inappropriate
use can be prevented.

Contact with Dry Ice due to
breakage of drinking 
vessel.

Customers.

Drinking vessels unbreakable in 
normal usage and rough use, 
dropping on the floor.

Staff training.
Management of customers 
when using the drinking 
vessels.

Knocking Trays of drinks 
over
causing release of ‘smoke’
which can be confused 
with
fire smoke.

Staff.
Customers.

Staff training to re-assure 
customers if drinks are spilled 
that a fire has not
started.

Regular staff training at staff 
team talks.

Spillages – clean up.
Staff.
Customers.

Usual drinks spillage procedures 
and clearing up. Smoke will 
dissipate quickly.

Staff training.
Available cleaning
equipment.

Reckless use of the drinks
e.g. throwing it over fellow
customers causing contact
with freezing liquid.

Staff.
Customers.

Staff training.
Management of customers.

Staff training.

Removal of cocktail glass 
base by customers

Staff.
Customers.

Staff training.
Management of customers.

Staff training. 
Management of customers 
when using the drinking 
vessels.



RISK ASSESSMENT - Template

ACTIVITY LOCATION COMPLETED BY DATE APPROVAL DATE

Step 1 
What are the hazards?

Step 2
Who might 
be harmed 
and how?

Step 3
What are you already 

doing?
What further action is 

necessary?

Step 4
How will you put the assessment 

into action?
By whom and when will it be 

completed?

Step 5
Review due

Review history



6.0

COSHH



COSHH - Introduction

Carbon dioxide and its solid state, dry ice, are classified as a hazardous substance as
they have the potential to cause harm.

In normal usage, with appropriate safety procedures, the hazards are deemed to be
minimal.

Carbon dioxide and dry ice have the potential to cause skin burns similar to frostbite as
the product is at an extremely cold temperature

If dry ice is ingested in any quantity it could cause throat and stomach burns due to the
extremely low temperature of the product.

Carbon dioxide gas in high concentrations may cause asphyxiation with symptoms of
loss of mobility/consciousness.

Staff and others using the equipment provided by JetChill and who follow the safety
procedures and training given are not likely to be exposed to any serious hazards from
the use of carbon dioxide and dry ice.

The storage of carbon dioxide cylinders must be carried out in accordance with industry
best practice and this has been covered in the manual.

The Safety Data Sheet for food fresh carbon dioxide is included in this section.

Emergency/First Aid Procedure

These are listed in the attached Safety Data Sheet and on the detailed COSHH
Assessment.

Contact skin burns are best treated by applying clean water for approx. 15 minutes,
applying a burn or other dressing and seeking medical attention.

Inhalation of the carbon dioxide gas is possible if the storage area is poorly ventilated
and gas is leaking from cylinders. A carbon dioxide detector will alert everyone to high
levels of gas concentration. Rooms must be properly ventilated and anyone affected by
the gas must be removed from the area and given basic first aid whilst medical
assistance is sought.



COSHH - Assessment

Product Name: Carbon Dioxide/Dry Ice

What is it used for?
Creating smoking drinks – Dry Ice mixed with ambient temperature 
liquid creates chemical change

How is it used?
Connecting CO2 Cylinders onto Dry Ice unit via a reducing valve, to 
dispense Dry Ice crystals into a drinking vessel

What equipment is used? CO2 Cylinder, reducing valve, connections and pipe work

What are the hazards associated with using the 
substance?

Increased rate of breathing, light headedness, increased heart rate, 
eye irritation unconsciousness, death. 
‘Frost bite’ type burns to skin on contact with Dry Ice

Safety Data Sheet attached? Yes x No

Who will/could be affected?
Staff/Customers entering area where concentration is high. 
Customers who come into contact with Dry Ice powder

How long will exposure to the substance last?
NB. Customers exposure will be measured in minutes. 
Staff exposure to carbon dioxide gas will be dependent 
on the number of drinks to be sold and the time taken to 
dispense Dry Ice into the drinking vessels.

Less than
15
mins

x

Up
to
an
hour

Over
an
hour

Over 
8
hours

What control measures are necessary to reduce 
exposure to the hazardous substances?
a) Personal protective equipment

Gloves                           x Apron
Face
Mask

Goggles x
Boots /
Shoes
Other

If other, describe
b) Increased ventilation

Yes x No

c) Mechanical ventilation Yes No

d) Controlled dilution Yes No

e) Other – describe:-
Drinking vessels used to contain the Dry Ice and into which the drink 
is added are basically tamper-proof and customers cannot gain direct 
access to the Dry Ice

What training is needed? General COSHH, safety training, Cylinder training

Is health surveillance needed? Yes No x

When all the control measures are in place what is the 
RESIDUAL RISK of using the product?

Low Medium x High

What other information is relevant to this Risk 
Assessment?

Relevant safety data sheets

Completed by: Acoura Ltd

Date: March 2016

Re-assessment Date: March 2017



The UK Confined Space Regulations 1997 (SI 1713) require an employer assessment of
the risks posed by dangers such as asphyxiation, explosion, fire and toxic substances, in
any space which presents such a hazard.

It also requires the provision of ‘safe Systems of work’ and appropriate rescue plans.

More information can be found at the following link:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg258.pdf

Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999
Under the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (SI 3242),
employers are required to assess the risks of each process and task undertaken in the
enterprise.

Asphyxiation
One of the most dangerous risks associated with Dry Ice and CO2 gas use is
asphyxiation caused by the reduction of oxygen in the atmosphere due to gases
leakage. Systems used to carry gases to their point of use should be leak free. All joints
must frequently be tested with an approved leak test .

Guidance notes
As an owner or manager you have a legal responsibility to make sure that your staff can
work safely without risking injury or damage to health. For further information, visit
www.boconline.co.uk/health/gas_safety/gas_risks.

Gas monitoring
Gas monitors indicate the level of a specific gas in an area.
Gas monitors are also available to assist in the indication of increased risk.
Monitors indicate where a problem exists, but they do not solve the issue.

Ventilation
JetChill equipment must always be operated in a well ventilated area.

Risk assessment
Full risk assessments are vital.
It is important to understand that operators may be adversely affected.

COSHH - Confined Spaces

http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg258.pdf


COSHH - Dry Ice Powder

Traditionally people have put Dry Ice pellets into drinks to create the smoking theatre.
There are various issues associated with using Dry Ice pellets that the JetChill System
addresses:

No Description JetChill Dry Ice Powder Dry Ice Pellet

1 Safety

Powder
Powder is -79

o
C (-110oF), 

large surface area means 
powder sublimates quickly 
and turns to ice once drink is 
added

So there is no need to 
dispose of powder after use

Compact Pellet
Pellet is -79

o
C (-110oF), smaller 

surface area means pellet cannot 
sublimate quickly once a drink is 
added

Pellet needs to be disposed of 
after use

2 Storage

No Waste
Powder comes from Cylinder 
of liquid Co2 which can be 
stored indefinitely and always 
be on hand, which also 
makes powder cheaper

Waste
Pellets have to be ordered and 
delivered in polystyrene box and 
must be used within 24 hours 
before they sublimate

3 Operation

No Operator Contact
The JetChill Machine removes 
need for Operator to 
manually handle powder

Operator Contact
An Operator is required to 
manually handle the pellet and 
ensure they use correctly

4
Drink 

Temperature

Chilled Drink
Powder reduces drink 
temperature from +20oc 
(+70

o
F) (room temperature) 

to 0oC (+32
o
F) in 3 minutes

Room Temperature Drink
Pellet will not reduce drink 
temperature



APPROVAL - Gas Safety (BOC) 

12 November 2015

BOC Sureserve

Dear Colin,

As requested please find the statement provided by our Marketing Team below. This is has
been provided for the purpose of clarifying your recent H&S enquiry and cannot be
published.

The mechanism that is used by Jet Chill, ie. using food fresh liquid CO2 to form a snow in
the bottom of the glass via their equipment was viewed as being of a low risk providing
that the proper process was followed and the Jet Chill glassware used. The 'snow'
generated by the liquid was viewed by BOC to be less dense and pose a much reduced
risk.

Yours sincerely,

Nicola Smith

Account Manager
Sureserve
BOC Gases Ltd



Carbon dioxide  

CO 2

see footer

see footer

Substance

Contains no other components or
impurities which will influence the
classification of the product.

124-38-9

204-696-9

3 H A Z A R D S IDENTIF ICATION

Hazards identification
Liquefied gas under pressure. In high concentrations may  
cause asphyxiation. When liquid carbon dioxide under  
pressure is released to atmosphere, the discharge consists of  
gaseous and solid carbon dioxide only. Slightly corrosive in  
the presence of moisture. Solid carbon dioxide is white and  
when in direct contact with the skin will cause acute cold  
damage to skin – “cold burn”. One volume of liquid or solid  
will give about 500 or 900 volumes of gas, respectively, at  
ambient conditions. Not classified as a dangerous substance.

4 FIRST AID MEASURES

Inhalation
In high concentrations may cause asphyxiation. Symptoms  
may include loss of mobility/consciousness. Victim may not  
be aware of asphyxiation. Low concentrations of CO 2  cause  
increased respiration and headache. Remove victim to  
uncontaminated area wearing self-contained breathing  
apparatus. Keep victim warm and rested. Call a doctor.
Apply artificial respiration if breathing stopped.

Skin/eye contact

Immediately flush eyes thoroughly with water for at least 15
minutes. In case of frostbite spray with water for at least 15
minutes. Apply a sterile dressing. Obtain medical assistance.

Ingestion
Ingestion is not considered a potential route of exposure.

5 FIRE F IGHTING MEASURES

Specific hazards

Exposure to fire may cause containers to rupture/explode.  
Non flammable. Inform Fire Brigade.

Hazardous  
combustion products

Suitable  
extinguishing media
Specific methods
If possible, stop flow of product. Move container away or  
cool with water from a protected position. Inform  
emergency services of the nature of the product and the  
possibility of bursting disc rupture (the cylinder is fitted with  
a bursting disc which will rupture and allow the contents to  
completely discharge if heat causes the carbon dioxide  
pressure to exceed the maximum permissible service level).  
Notify BOC to collect any cylinder(s) involved in a fire.
Ensure such cylinders are clearly labelled.

Special protective  
equipment for  
fire fighters

1 IDENTIF ICATION OF T H E  SUBSTANCE/  
PREPARATION A N D OF T H E C O MP AN Y

Product name  

Chemical formula

Company  
identification

Emergency  
phone Nos

2 COMPOSITION/INFORMATION O N INGREDIENTS

Substance/  
Preparation

Components/  
Impurities

C A S N r   

EEC N r
(from EINECS)

Specifications
99.8%
Conforms to BS4105 part 11  
andE290

None.

All known extinguishants can  
be used.

In confined space use self-
contained breathing apparatus.

6 A C C I D E N T A L  RELEASE MEASURES

Personal precautions
Evacuate area. Wear self-contained breathing apparatus  
when entering area unless atmosphere is proved to be safe:  
check using a carbon dioxide measuring device. Ensure  
adequate air ventilation. Post warning notices.

Environmental precautions
Try to stop release if safe to do so. Prevent from entering  
sewers, basements and workpits, or any place where its  
accumulation can be dangerous.

Clean up methods Ventilate area.

7 H A N D L I N G  A N D ST O R AGE

Handling and storage
Suck back of water into the container must be prevented.  Do 
not allow backfeed into the container. Normal materials  of 
construction are suitable for dry gas of ambient  temperature. 
Below –30°C only use low temperature carbon  steel, 
austenitic stainless steels, aluminium, copper and their  alloys. 
If carbon dioxide is dissolved in water, particularly at  elevated 
pressures and in the presence of oxygen, use  materials 
resistant to carbonic acid, eg. stainless steel or  Monel. Use 
only properly specified equipment which is  suitable for this 
product, its supply pressure and  temperature. Contact BOC 
if in doubt. Refer to BOC  container handling instructions. 
Keep container below 50°C  in a well ventilated place. Do not 
heat cylinder.
8 EX P O SUR E CONTROLS/P ERSON AL P R O T EC T I O N

Exposure limits
Carbon dioxide Occupation Exposure Standard (OES):

5000ppm  
15000ppm

Long Term Exposure Limit (LTEL)  
Short Term Exposure Limit (STEL)

Personal protection
Ensure adequate ventilation. Carbon dioxide monitoring is  
recommended if used or stored in a confined space.

9 P H YSI C AL  A N D CHEMIC AL PROPERTIES

44

–56.6°C

–78.5°C  

30°C

1.52 (air=1)

0.82 (water=1)

Molecular weight  

Melting point  

Sublimation point  

Critical temperature  

Relative density, gas

Relative density,  
liquid

Vapour Pressure  
20°C

Solubility mg/l water  

Appearance/Colour  

Odour

Other data

57.3 bar  

2000 mg/l

Colourless gas

In high concentrations, a sharp  
smell may become apparent.

Gas/vapour heavier than air. May  
accumulate in confined spaces,  
particularly at or below ground  
level.

General

10 ST AB I L I T Y  A N D REACTIVITY

Stability and Stable under normal conditions
reactivity

1 1 T O X I C O L O G I C A L INFORMATION

High concentrations cause rapid  
circulatory insufficiency. Symptoms  
are headache, nausea and  
vomiting, which may lead to  
unconsciousness. Carbon dioxide  
is mildly toxic, with no cumulative  
effects.

Carbon dioxide (Food Fresh)
PR O DU CT : CAR B O N DIO XIDE (FOOD FRESH) MSDS N R : 300-00-0036 B O C VERSION :1.03 DATE : 29/01/2004 PAGE : 1/2

SAFETY
D A T A
S H E E T



SAFETY
D A T A
S H E E T

12 EC O LO GI C AL INFORMATION

General When discharged in large  
quantities may contribute to the  
greenhouse effect.

1Global warming  
factor

13 DISPOSAL C O N SI D ER AT I O N S

General
Do not discharge into any place where its accumulation could  
be dangerous. Discharge to atmosphere in large quantities  
should be avoided. Contact BOC if guidance is required.

14 T R AN SP O R T INFORMATION

Proper Shipping
Carbon dioxide  

1013

2.2

Name  

U N N r

Class/Div  

ADR/RID
Classification Code

ADR/RID Hazard N r   

Labelling AD R

2A

20

Label 2.2: non flammable  
non toxic gas

Other transport information
Avoid transport on vehicles where the load space is not  
separated from the driver’s compartment. Ensure vehicle  
driver is aware of the potential hazards of the load and  
knows what to do in the event of an accident or an  
emergency. Before transporting product containers ensure  
that they are firmly secured and:

– cylinder valve is closed and not  
leaking.

– valve outlet cap nut or plug  
(where provided) is correctly  
fitted.

– valve protection device (where  
provided) is correctly fitted.

– adequate ventilation.
– compliance with applicable  

regulations.

A member of The B O C Group
The Stripe Symbol and the word B O C  are B O C  Group trademarks.
© The B O C  Group2004

For product and safety enquiries please phone

In Ireland:

Dublin (01) 409 1800
In the United Kingdom:

0800 111 333
B O C
Customer Service Centre  
Priestley Road, Worsley  
Manchester M28 2UT  
Fax: 0800 111 555

B O C
P.O. Box 201  
Bluebell, Dublin 12  
Fax: 01 409 1805 SFT/007296/APUK/0204/1M

15 R EGULAT O R Y INFORMATION

Not included in Annex 1.Number in Annex I  
of Dir 67/548

Designation in  
Dir 95/2/EC

E C Classification

E290

Not classified as dangerous  
substance.

Labelling of cylinders

– Symbols Label 2.2: non flammable
non toxic gas.

16 O T H ER INFORMATION

Ensure all national/local regulations are observed.  

Do not breathe the gas.

The hazard of asphyxiation is often overlooked and must be  
stressed during operator training.

Contact with liquid may cause cold burns and/or frostbite.  
Before using this product in any new process or experiment,  
a thorough material compatibility and safety study should be  
carried out. Do not use any other gas as a substitute for  
carbon dioxide. Always leak check cylinders when first  
collected, delivered or used, using an approved leak  
detection fluid.

Keep container in well ventilated place

This Safety Data Sheet has been established in accordance  
with the applicable European Directives and applies to all  
countries that have translated the Directives in their  
nationallaws.
Details given in this document are believed to be correct at  
the time of going to press. Whilst proper care has been taken  
in the preparation of this document, no liability for injury or  
damage resulting from its use can be accepted.
For further safety information please refer to “Safe Under  
Pressure” and “Safe handling, storage and transport of  
industrial gas cylinders”, both of which are available from your  
local BOC outlet.

C YLI N D ER C H AR AC T ER I S T I C S

Cylinder  
Size

Maximum  
Filled  

Pressure  

at 15°C  

(bar)

Approx.  
Dimensions  

incl. valve and  

guard where  

supplied  

(mm)

Approx.
Full Cylinder  
weight

(kg)

Manifolde
d  Cylinder  

Pallets  

(MCPs)

Maximum  
Filled Pressure  

at 15°C (bar)

Approx.  
Dimensions  

incl. cylinders  

(mm)

Max.  
Gross  

Weigh

t  (kg)

VB/LB 50 140 x 940 17.4 T K L 50 840 x 1280 x 1839 1368

VK/LK 50 230 x 1496 99 TKV 50 840 x 1280 x 1839 1368

WL 50 1280 x 1705 x 830 1368

WV 50 1280 x 1705 x 830 1368



7.0

Servicing & 

Maintenance



It is essential that you maintain the equipment in a safe condition and carry out weekly
checks.

Regular user checks must be carried out of the carbon dioxide cylinder and the ‘JetChill’
dispenser.

Check for signs of leakage from the carbon dioxide cylinder and take appropriate action.

Check the connections of the JetChill.

Look for visual damage e.g. dents.

JetChill will provide all users with a planned maintenance programme which will ensure
that all the equipment will be independently assessed and checked to ensure its
continued safe operation.

A maintenance checklist is included in this section and it is recommended that the user
of the equipment completes the checklist before each use and/or on a weekly basis.

JetChill Machine :

1. The JetChill Machine is under Warranty for the first 12 months and any faults must be
reported to JetChill, with the device being returned for repair/replacement.

2. Send the machine back to JetChill every 12 months for maintenance. JetChill will
review the machine and carry out routine checks and will then return the equipment to
the user.

3. Should the equipment become faulty during use it should be returned to JetChill for
repair – costs may be incurred depending on Warranty agreements.

A Return Form is included in this manual.

SERVICING - Maintenance Introduction



Postal address:
Please contact JetChill for the address of your nearest 

service location

Name of Customer:

Address of Customer:

Serial Number:

Date purchased:

Date rented:

Description of fault:

Service required: Repair Service Replace

JetChill Use

Date received:

Date repaired / serviced / replaced:

Date returned:

Signed for JetChill:

SERVICING - Maintenance Return Form



DATE PART CONDITION ACTION SIGNED

JetChill Machine 

Hose Cylinder connection 

O Ring 

Filter

Dry Ice dispense

JetChill Glass 

Diffuser

Cap

Silicone ring

Body

Cylinder 

Signs of frosting 

Valves in good condition

Secured in position

Cellar/Environment

Ventilation good

Controlled access

Safe Stacking

Free of combustible 
materials in the area

PPE available

SERVICING - Maintenance Check Form



The JetChill Machine (“the Machine”) is, subject to the terms and conditions set out
below (including, but not limited to, those terms and conditions set out below under
the heading “Limitations and disclaimers”), warranted by JetChill Ltd (a company in
England and Wales with number 06905733) (“JetChill”) to be free from defects in
material and workmanship under normal usage when installed and operated in
accordance with the instruction manual for a period of six months from the date of
delivery of the Machine (“the Warranty Period”).

This warranty extends only to the person, firm or corporation contracting with JetChill
to the purchase the Machine (“the Buyer”) and no other subsequent owners (regardless
of the time at which they buy the Machine from the Buyer). This warranty (and any
rights arising under or as a result of it) shall not be capable of being assigned, held in
trust or otherwise transferred or disposed of by the Buyer.

If a Machine it is outside the Warranty Period, please seek advice from our Service
Centre.
Repair or replacement of the Machine under warranty
The liability of JetChill under this warranty is limited to re-supplying (with a new
Machine) or (at its discretion) repairing or paying for the repair or re-supply of the
Machine. Conditions precedent to JetChill’s liability hereunder shall be:

(i) Notification of any defect with or failure of the Machine being given to JetChill in
writing within seven (7) days of the defect or failure.
(ii) The Buyer must fully cooperate and provide information enabling JetChill to evaluate
the failure or defect (including, but not limited to, the manner in which it has occurred).

Limitations and disclaimers
This warranty shall apply solely in respect of any operational failure during the warranty
period. For the purposes of this warranty, “operational failure” is defined as failure
relating directly and exclusively to the defects in material and workmanship. This
warranty does not extend to any Machine that has been damaged or rendered
defective due to accident, misuse or abuse.

The warranty is subject to:
(i) Installation, operation and (where specifically required in the instruction manual) any
maintenance of the Machine having been strictly in accordance with the instruction
manual and in accordance with any other reasonable instructions and directions which
JetChill may notify to you from time to time in writing.
(ii) The Machine being stored in the manner referred to in the instruction manual.

SERVICING - Warranty Terms & Conditions



(iii) Any items used within connection the Machine (including, but not limited to,
Glassware) being supplied only by JetChill (or such other person firm or corporation as
may be nominated by it).
(iv)The Machine not being modified in any way.
(v) Save in respect of any maintenance to referred to as being carried out by you in the
instruction manual, the Machine being maintained, serviced and/or repaired only by
JetChill (or such other person firm or corporation as may be nominated by it).

Except as expressly set forth in this Warranty, there are no other warranties, expressed
or implied, including implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose.

JetChill shall have no other or further liability to the Buyer in respect of any direct,
indirect or consequential loss (including but not limited to loss of profits, loss of
business or other economic loss) or damage sustained by the Buyer arising from or in
connection with any defect or the failure of the Machine.

Nothing in this warranty excludes or limits the liability of JetChill:
(i) for death or personal injury caused by JetChill’s negligence; or
(ii) under section 2(3), Consumer Protection Act 1987; or
(iii) for any matter which it would be illegal for JetChill to exclude or attempt to exclude
its liability; or
(iv) for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

Returning your JetChill Machine
Upon receipt of notification of a defect or failure, JetChill will use reasonable
endeavours to contact the Buyer by phone, with a view to diagnosing and rectifying the
defect or failure. If this does not provide possible, the Buyer will be required (at its own
costs, save as set out below) to return the Machine to JetChill at Hadrian House,
Beaminster Way East, Unit 9, Kingston Park, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE3 2ER, UK (or such
other location as JetChill may notify to the Buyer) (“the Delivery Location”). Do not
return your Machine unless you receive authorisation. The Machine will be at JetChill’s
risk only from following off-loading of the Machine at the Delivery Location. Should the
Machine need to be returned for repairs, ensure all post office specifications are
applied, i.e. adequate outer protective carton, correctly addressed and sealed. Obtain a
certificate of posting. Damage to any Machine (which is being returned) in transit is the
responsibility of the Buyer.

If returning a Machine under this warranty, it must be accompanied by proof and date
of purchase.

SERVICING - Warranty Terms & Conditions



As soon as is reasonably practicable following receipt of any such Machine, JetChill will
ascertain the reason for the defect or failure and:
(i) in the event that the defect or failure is covered by this warranty:
(a) as soon as is reasonably practicable, shall (at its discretion) remedy the defect or
failure or supply to the Buyer a replacement Machine (at JetChill’s discretion) and
deliver the same to the Buyer (at its costs and by means most convenient to JetChill);
(b) reimburse the Buyer in respect of any reasonable costs incurred by the Buyer in
returning the Machine to JetChill) by way of a cheque (or such other method as JetChill
may specify, acting reasonably) delivered at the time of delivery of the repaired
Machine (or replacement Machine, as appropriate); or
(ii) in the event that the defect or failure is not covered by this warranty, shall notify the
Buyer in writing as soon as is reasonably practicable and (save where agreed in writing
to the contrary) shall, as soon as is reasonably practicable return the Machine to the
Buyer (by means most convenient to JetChill but subject always to the Buyer
reimbursing JetChill, in advance, in respect of the costs of returning the Machine).

Notices
All communications between the parties about the Contract shall be in writing and
delivered by hand or sent by pre-paid first class post or sent by email:
(i) in case of communications to JetChill:
(a) if by post, to its registered office; or
(b) if by email, to info@jetchill.com; in the case of the communications to the Buyer:
(c) if by post, to the registered office of the addressee (if it is a company) or (in any
other case) to any address of the Buyer set out in any document which forms part of
the Contract (or such other address as shall be notified to JetChill by the Buyer).

Communications shall be deemed to have been received:
(i) if sent by pre-paid first class post, two days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and bank
and public holidays) after posting (exclusive of the day of posting); or
(ii) if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery; or
(iii) if sent by email on a working day (being a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or bank
or public holiday in England) prior to 4.00 pm, at the time of transmission and
otherwise on the next working day.

Communications addressed to JetChill shall be marked for the attention of the
Managing Director.

SERVICING - Warranty Terms & Conditions

mailto:info@jetchill.com


8.0

TRAINING



It is essential that those members of staff and others who are responsible for operating
the JetChill equipment, including the dispensing of the smoking drinks, are competent
and well trained in all aspects of the task.

Health & safety laws require that any employee, and others, who may be exposed to
risk whilst at work, or resorting to premises, shall have suitable training so that they can
recognise hazards and risks and understand the control measures which need to be put
in place to manage the risks.

Training needs to be constantly refreshed as people forget things and then start making
assumptions about how to do things, use equipment.

Training should cover the safe operating procedures required for using the equipment.

JetChill have produced a User Guide in the following section that can be followed to
train Operators. Please also refer to the Dry Ice/Carbon Dioxide Cylinder and COSHH
sections.

It will be sensible for all employers and responsible persons to record who has been
trained and when, and a staff training record template has been included.

TRAINING - Introduction



The following people have received suitable and sufficient training, using the step
guide, on the use of Co2 Cylinders and Dry Ice in order to create the ‘smoking drinks’
experience for customers.

TRAINING - Example Record Sheet

NAME POSITION TRAINING DATE SIGNATURE



9.0

SAFE OPERATING

PROCEDURES



Provided the following procedures are followed the use of JetChill Equipment to
dispense smoking drinks is considered to be a low hazardous activity.

1. Use only equipment provided by JetChill.

2. Store carbon dioxide cylinders in well ventilated areas, in the upright position and
securely chained to prevent them falling. If cylinders are to be kept horizontal,
they must be chocked to prevent rolling.

3. Use only the approved equipment and valves on the cylinders.

4. Ensure staff using the equipment are trained and competent.

5. Follow carbon dioxide supplier instructions.

6. Avoid all contact with carbon dioxide, dry ice crystals or cylinders.

7. Follow the instructions for using the ‘JetChill’.

8. Ensure the drinking vessels used are those approved by JetChill and are those
which have secure sections into which the dry ice is dispensed. Ensure that they
are used as instructed.

9. Dispense the drinking vessels which contain the dry ice together with the bottled
drink to the customer.

10. Be vigilant regarding customer use of the products and act swiftly if customers
appear to be abusing the product e.g. trying to break the drinking vessel to access
the dry ice, throwing smoking drinks at fellow customers etc…

11. Do not try to remove unwanted dry ice, add a liquid and it will dissolve within
minutes.

12. If dry ice is received in insulated packs then follow the manufacturer’s instructions
regarding storage and handling.

13. Thoroughly wash all drinking vessels in the glass washer.

14. Ensure that all floor staff are trained in the use and sale of smoking drinks so that
the likelihood of someone mistaking a smoking drink for a potential fire/smoke
outbreak is minimal.

SAFE OPERATING PROCEDURES - Summary



10.0

USE BY CHILDREN



Whilst we believe that the JetChill products are safe for all users we do suggest that
additional precautions regarding health & safety are implemented to ensure that the
utmost attention is given to the safety of children.

The following precautions are recommended:

1. The JetChill drinking containers are not recommended for children under the age of 5
years.

2. Containers may be particularly cold for small children as their skin is not as robust as
adults.

3. Parent/guardians are responsible for supervising all young people and in particular
children under 5 years.

4. Any product containing dry ice is not suitable for babies.

5. Children must not be encouraged to throw the dry ice drinks containers nor to try to
shake the dry ice crystals.

6. Parents/guardians must ensure that all children and those under legal age of alcohol
consumption do not consume any of the alcoholic cocktails associated with the smoking
drink experience.

7. Any spillages should be cleared up promptly.

USE BY CHILDREN - Instructions
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REPORT – IGS Gas Safety Experts



There are a lot of concerns around the safe storage, use and consumption of dry-ice
drinks. We are confident that Jet Chill equipment provides the means of dispensing dry ice
pellets into our glasses which is safe. Despite our confidence, there are a number of
common questions which are answered below:

1. Question: Consumption of Dry Ice Isn’t dry ice dangerous when swallowed?

Answer: Yes! But the equipment has been designed to prevent you from doing just that.
The dry ice is added into the bottom of the specially designed container which prevents it
from escaping into the drink. The dangers include the contact with skin, however the
small quantities and differences in temperature between the pellets and the inside of the
mouth would prevent this.

Dry ice when consumed will release gas, however to put this into perspective, 1g (0.002lb)
of dry ice will liberate 500ml (17 oz) of carbon dioxide approximately half of that
contained within a normal can of fizzy drink. The worst case scenario would see small
pieces (no bigger than 0.1g (0.0002lb)) of dry ice get into the drink

What this means is that the small amounts used cannot cause the tragic events seen in
recent times as a result of consumption of liquid nitrogen, which by comparison has the
capacity to liberate double this amount in nitrogen gas.

2. Question: Aren’t there health and safety risks associated with the accidental release
of carbon dioxide in the workplace?

Answer: The worst case scenario. Even without mishandling or incorrect operation of the
CO2 cylinder, there is an inherent possibility of the complete release of the cylinder's
contents via operation of the bursting disk in the back or side of the cylinder v/v. As this
release would be very rapid, there is no need to factor in the rate of air-change for the
room where this might occur.

A 6.35kg (14lb) [nominal contents] cylinder would, under these circumstances, generate
3.3m3 (117ft3) of CO2 gas fully expanded. The WEL value [COSHH] for CO2 exposure over
an 8 hr period is 5000ppm (or 0.5% by vol.). Consequently, if we assume that the room
has a volume of > or = 660m3 (23,308ft3) then the concentration of CO2 (if evenly
distributed throughout the air column) cannot exceed this concentration (i.e. 3.3/660 =
0.005, or 0.5% (117/23,308 =0.005 , or 0.5%)). This would represent a room of 12 metres
x 10 metres x 3 metres high (39ft x 33ft x 10ft).

As CO2 vapour is ~1.5 times heavier than air, the vapour (even when warmed to ambient
temperature) will tend to collect at low level - below the breathing zone of persons who
are standing or seated (in a room of 12 metres x 10 metres (39ft x 33ft) the layer of gas at
ground level would be ~3cm (1.18”) deep).

REPORT – IGS Gas Safety Experts



This scenario has low likelihood and potentially serious consequences in small and poorly
ventilated rooms (like bar cellars). As a result, it would be prudent for such spaces to be
equipped with electronic CO2 detection and a sounder beacon alarm arrangement. The
alarm settings for offices are typically ~0.15% CO2 gives warning alarm and 0.3% CO2
would be the evacuation alarm.

3. Question: Are there risks of carbon dioxide building up during the normal use of the
JetChill machine?

Answer: The release of CO2 vapour that occurs under normal operating conditions would,
by comparison, tend to be slower and, as a result, the rate of air change could also be
considered.

If the CO2 consumption rate is represented by: 0.05m3 (1.77ft3) gas per drink served and
if a serving rate of up to 70 drinks/hour could be envisaged, then the rate of release
would approximate to: 3.5m3/hr (124ft3/hr).

With an air-change rate of 1 per hour then (to a first approximation) the room volume
effectively doubles. As a result, a room with a volume of 330m3 (11,654ft3) (i.e. 11
metres x 10 metres x 3 metres high (36ft x 33ft x 10ft) and an air change rate of 1/hr
would have an equilibrium concentration of CO2 no greater than 0.5% by volume if evenly
distributed.

Any venue looking to purchase and install the JetChill equipment that has no natural
ventilation or does not meet these dimensions should not consider installing it.

The likelihood will be that most (if not all) bars and restaurants would have sufficient air
handling capacity to cope with the expected occupancy levels. Note: an average person
generates ~0.06m3 (2.12ft3) of CO2 per hour. This means that 55 people would release
the same amount of CO2 per hour as a 6.35kg (14lb) cylinder during one hour.

REPORT – IGS Gas Safety Experts



REPORT – Impulsion

IMPULSION
981-C TRINITY RD., RALEIGH, NC. 27607 (919) 816-8833

Mr. Colin Meyers 13 Dec. 2015

JetChill Ltd. Hadrian House

Beaminster Way East Unit 9 Kingston Park Newcastle Upon Tyne NE3 2ER

Mr. Meyers,

At your request I have reviewed the U.S. version of the JetChill instruction manual 

in its entirety. I found it to be quite thorough, particularly in the areas of safety and 

operator training. I have submitted a modestly revised copy with the majority of the 

edits going to the basic grammatical and syntactic differences between U.S. and

U.K. dialects of English.

I have also reviewed the product with respect to the applicability of U.S. electrical & 

mechanical safety standards; IE: UL, and ANSI. Based on my knowledge of such 

standards, I see little relevance to this product for review or listing by U.S. third 

party agencies, save for the 24volt power supply which is already a listed product.

James Whiting Jr. Impulsion

Serving the Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning & Refrigeration 

Product Industry



REPORT – NSF



REPORT – CE Marking
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Contact Details



JetChill Ltd
Hadrian House

Beaminster Way East
Unit 9

Kingston park
Newcastle on Tyne

NE3 2ER
United Kingdom

+ 44 (0) 845 388 4321
info@jetchill.com
www.jetchill.com

Skype: cjmyers72, robjetchill

CONTACT DETAILS

http://www.jetchill.com/

